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you`ll come out to Legget Drive behind 400 March Road
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outdoors. Summer won’t last forever!
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experience brookstreet
276 four-diamond guestrooms Modern conference & business meeting facilities
Inspired cuisine at Perspectives Restaurant Options Jazz Lounge with live jazz every evening
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Sanmina strives
for spot in Kanata North
the building and development company Broccolini on behalf of high-tech
company Sanmina Corporation.
Wilkinson says the City has agreed to
put this project on a fast track so that
Broccolini can meet the timeline of July
1, 2015 for completion of the building.
“The City has to follow the requirements
of the Ontario Planning Act, like circulation and hearing commentary, but the
fast track process means they will make
all agencies and departments who review
the plans stick to the minimum circulation
times for their comments and will have
a staff member assigned to keep the
process moving,” says Wilkinson.
Sanmina: City of Ottawa stake in front of the proposed area for new
Sanmina building, at the currently undeveloped 528 March Road.

By JS Communications

S

anmina is a leading global Electronics Manufacturing Services (EMS)
company, making some of the
most complex and valuable electronic
and mechanical products in the world.
Unfortunately though, their Kanata location is currently in jeopardy. Recently, they
found out they would have to move from
their current building at 500 Palladium
Drive by June 1, 2015.
They are currently rallying the City to allow
them to build a new space that will keep
the 390 jobs provided by their company
in the Kanata North Research Park. If that
doesn't happen, that would mean moving

into an empty facility owned by Sanmina
in Pointe-Claire, Québec.
Marianne Wilkinson, Councillor of
Kanata North in the City of Ottawa, has
stood behind the company’s need for a
new workspace in Kanata.
“The alternative for Sanmina was to
relocate outside of the National Capital
Region which would have resulted in the
existing Sanmina employees either being laid off or having to move, impacting
the Ottawa economy,” says Marianne
Wilkinson.

Broccolini's proposal to the City consists of a two-storey building consisting
of manufacturing and office space to
support the 390 staff members. This
would include an industrial manufacturing area to produce optical, electronic
and mechanical products.
The site plan has been submitted and
is currently moving forward. Once the
City approves certain aspects of the
site plan, it goes to the province for final
approval, though some work can begin
before they receive approval from the
province.
“Provided the provincial approvals on
servicing are received in a timely fashion,
the building can be done in time – but it
is tight,” says Wilkinson.

A proposal for the building at 528 March
Road was submitted to the City by

The alternative for Sanmina was to relocate outside of
the National Capital Region which would have resulted
in the existing Sanmina employees either being laid off or
having to move, impacting the Ottawa economy,
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LIVE CLOSE BY AND CARE FREE
... in Lepine luxury where every detail of your new home and every aspect of your daily
experience has been designed to put your mind at ease. From keeping you connected to
helping you unwind, Lepine’s tradition of excellence will exceed your expectations. Why
settle for less when you can rely on Lepine to let you live the lifestyle you love? Enjoy the
freedom to reserve now and move in later. Call and book your exclusive tour today!

CONNECT WITH US

LEASING CENTRE Mon-Fri 9am-5pm, Sat-Sun 10am-5pm | After hours by appointment
1145 Maritime Way, Kanata | 613.913.9555 | www.KanataLakesApartments.ca

InitLive in final stages of testing
with new mobile volunteer
management technology
job, and relieve a lot of their event day
frustrations,” says Pinard.

By JS Communications

I

nitLive is a volunteer management
system that takes a mobile-first approach to managing the most mobile
of things – the team on the ground.
InitLive is the only application that
provides volunteer managers with both
a real-time communication system and
a comprehensive scheduling service.
“The ultimate goal of any event planner
is to have their event run as smoothly
and efficiently as possible, ensuring that
sponsors are pleased, volunteers are
happy and attendees have an enjoyable
experience,” says CEO Debbie Pinard.
“InitLive helps them accomplish this
better than any manual or competing
automated system. It keeps the whole
team organized, informed and productive.”
InitLive is a Wesley Clover affiliate,
headed by Pinard, and President Greg
Vanclief.
“I was working for Wesley Clover
mentoring the startups in patent protection and helping them to find and write
patents. My background is in communications systems and I had an idea for a
system that would manage communications for a group of people that were

together temporarily,” says Pinard. “I
pitched the idea to Terry, and finally got
his approval to start a company.”
To find the real market needs, they
began by interviewing event planners
and kept hearing the same thing: that
managing volunteers was a pain point.
They found that a lot of event planners
use excel and email to manage their
volunteers, and on the day of the event,

With InitLive, relevant information
including schedules and contact details
are provided on the mobile device,
eliminating the need for paper copies.
The cloud-based system includes a
web service, which allows the manager
to create their own roles and skills, and
set up one-day/one-venue or multi-day/
multi-venue schedules. The service
allows them to easily connect with
volunteers and track sign-up progress. It
also allows volunteers to sign up for an
event and select their roles and shifts.
The free smartphone app for iOS and
Android makes the service completely
mobile, facilitating the day-of communications and last-minute schedule updates
for both managers and volunteers. On
the day of the event, volunteer managers
can quickly find out if volunteers don't
show up for their shift, effortlessly find

My background is in communications
systems and I had an idea for a system that
would manage communications for a group of
people that were together temporarily,
they are juggling paper copies to find
contact information and using a pen to
rearrange their volunteers and shifts,
then running around the venue trying to
find people.
With event planning slated as one of the
top five most stressful jobs in the world,
Pinard wanted to create a system to
make these processes easier.
“With cloud services and smartphones,
we knew we could do a much better

the appropriate information to contact
a volunteer in a specific role and immediately see problems as they occur
for timely issue resolution. Volunteers
(or staff) automatically receive personal
reminders to know where they should be
and when, and can instantly report issues
without having to leave their post.
They first began trials of the system in
March 2014. Since then they have done
eight successful trials and have more
The Kanata Networker
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This is the mobile dashboard as seen from the
manager’s account.

scheduled. The system has a simpleto-use web interface, so event planners
can upload their own data into the
system, and be more self-sufficient.
Some of the companies that have
tested the software are the Ottawa
Heart & Stroke Big Bike Campaign,
Ottawa Wedding Decor & Linen Show
(Mastermind Events), Dandelion Festival
(In the Moment Events), International
Startup Festival, the Ottawa Administrators of Volunteer Resources Community
Cup, and University of Ottawa’s Alumni
Relations Office for their “Starting off on
the right foot” entrepreneurship seminar
for young alumni. Volunteer Ottawa will
also be using the trial technology for
their “Voscars” event this fall.

8
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This is the mobile dashboard as seen from the
volunteer’s account.

“Having the volunteer managers using
the system, and telling us that they
loved it and that they used it extensively throughout the day, has been our
triumph. Getting feedback on areas we
can improve the system has also made
the trial process a success,” says Pinard.
Pinard says that being located in the
Kanata Research Park has also helped
them gain success throughout their
development process.
“We are not a big company, therefore
being surrounded by other companies
that have been through similar phases
and who can offer advice when needed
is invaluable. We have also benefitted by
networking at area events to help find
beta trials,” says Pinard. “From the de-

velopment side, having access to a pool
of local talent and being able to attract
designers to an area where they feel they
can learn and develop is helpful.”
InitLive is currently in a limited beta trial,
but soon the team is going to open the
system up to more people for a limited
time, to try through a sign-up option on
the website. They are taking applications for limited trials until October 24th,
2014. If you are interested in joining their
Beta Trial program, contact them here.
InitLive has set a launch date for the end
of November 2014, which is still flexible
depending on what they learn from the
final beta trials.

Your parents helped
you cross the street...
Now they need you
to help them make
the right decision.
At Chartwell, our professionally
trained staff can help you
navigate the decision-making
process and help you
decide on the best option.
Call today to arrange
your personal visit and
complimentary lunch!

20 Shirley’s Brook Drive, Kanata

Call 613-591-8939
Chartwell offers its residents a
secure and rewarding lifestyle that
they can be happy to call home.

Q/A Corner JS Communications

The

with

QACorner1: (from left to right) Angela Stairs, Communications Coordinator; Jennifer Stewart, Owner and Founder;
Marise Varanda, Communications Specialist

J

S Communications is a forwardthinking strategic communications
company that specializes in public
relations, media relations, social media
consultation and management, and
government outreach.
Jennifer Stewart, Owner and Founder,
started the company in 2010. Since
then, she has worked with clients at local, national and international levels and
has managed a wide range of strategic
communications projects within private
sector businesses, government, and
not-for-profit groups.

Q: What do you love most about
your job?
I love working on something new every
day. We could be researching trends
in the pharmaceutical industry one day
and reaching out to government officials
about key petroleum issues the next. It’s
also very rewarding to be in an industry
where we can see real tangible results
– whether it’s achieving significant news
coverage on behalf of our clients or
seeing their social media strategies gain
some real traction online.

Q: What has been your key to
success in business?

Q: What makes Kanata a great
place to do business?

Being involved with the community has
been a great asset to my business.
Currently, I am a board member for
the Women in Communications and
Technology (WCT) and the Kanata
Food Cupboard. I am also a committee
member of Project North, and former
Vice President of IABC Ottawa. Networking within certain groups in Ottawa
has really allowed me to diversify my
business development efforts.

For starters, the beautiful backdrop
makes for a very scenic office environment. I’ve also had the opportunity
to participate in many events here in
Kanata North, like Tech Tuesday, and it
always had such a great atmosphere.
The Kanata Research Park is such a
hub of talent and innovation; it’s inspirational to be around.

Q: What do you think is the #1
mistake businesses make in their
PR efforts?
Businesses generally branch their
communications goals too broadly
– they’re not sure where to start in
terms of finding a focus. We often see
companies that have four different social
media accounts or send news releases
to every journalist they know without
a real strategy. When communications
plans lack customization and focus, it
really hinders return on investment.

Q: What’s next for JS Communications?
I’ve got a great team with me, and
we’re excited for what’s to come. We’ve
welcomed some great clients in the
past six months, announced a strategic
partnership with World Trade Advisors,
and are in talks with some new, international clients on the horizon.
Visit our website for JS Communications
news and industry insights.

The Kanata Networker
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Kanata North Outdoor
Community Hub
The Kanata North BIA is thrilled to
announce that the new Kanata North
Community Hub. For this initiative, the
Kanata North BIA has partnered with
Kanata Research Park Inc, to create
an outdoor gathering spot for local
employees.
During the month of August, every
Wednesday at lunchtime 11:30-1pm
we will have food vendors on site, along
with entertainment and various activities
happening. Stop by and check out
what’s happening.
The Community Hub can also be
booked for Corporate Events by going
to www.kanatanorthbia.ca

It’s a bird, it’s a plane – no, it’s a flying camera!

TEDxKanata

Kanata North Attraction Video
It’s a bird, it’s a plane – no, it’s a flying
camera!
Filming has begun on our new Kanata
North Attraction video. We had perfect
weather for our first day of shooting and
captured some great footage around
Kanata North. Film crews will be back
August 4th and 5th. Stay tuned for the
final video at the end of September.

12
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We want to host a TEDx talk in Kanata
this fall, but we need your help. TedX
talks are intended to be idea-focused,
covering a wide range of subjects to
foster learning, inspiration and wonder.
What are some topics, questions or
ideas that you would like shared? We
want to uncover interesting people with
equally interesting stories and ideas
to share with Kanata. Send us your
thoughts!
info@kanatanorthbia.ca

Beaver Chase Run Series
Tuesday August 12th 6:30pm
See http://www.kanatanorthbia.ca/
events/ for more details

Back to School Supplies Drive
The Kanata Food Cupboard is seeking
back to school supplies to support
those in need in Kanata. Local companies are encouraged to host their own
school supplies drive in their offices. For
more information contact
coord@kanatafoodcupboard.ca

Thanks to

Located on Legget Road
behind 400 March Road, beside the parking lot.
Look for our sign!
Wednesday August 13th | 20th | 27th 11:30am - 1:30pm
weather permitting
Join us for food and entertainment!
All are welcome.

Take a look at our new

Check out what’s happening
and reserve space for your events.

Empower Entrepreneurs.
Power Our Economy.

“Entrepreneurs are the backbone of the Canadian economy”
-Prime Minister Harper

LET US DEDICATE 24 HRS TO
CANADIAN ENTREPRENEURS
FOR ALL THEIR EPIC WORK.

Entrepreneurs are the very people we are
counting on—desperately—to rev up the
engine of economic growth. It's time we ask
ourselves what we can do to support those
willing to risk it all to solve every day
problems and create jobs.
Entrepreneurs truly are today's economic
heroes: the job creators, opportunities
seekers, and true money multipliers.
Our economy needs entrepreneurs—from
tech gurus to shoemakers—in order to
thrive and survive. It’s time we recognize
and empower the entrepreneurs that turn
their visions into our realities.

Go to http://www.entrepreneurshipday.ca/ now and sign the petition
to bring National Entrepreneurs’ Day to Canada!

Cyphercor:

A world competitor with first
online authentication system of its kind

By JS Communications

A

local Kanata technology company has broken the mold and
developed a leading system that
protects personal information during
online transactions better than any other
product available.
Cyphercor’s LoginTC is the first technology of its kind on the Canadian market.
It uses Secure Remote Password
(“SRP”) technology, similar to the “Chip
and PIN” technology used on debit and
credit cards.
LoginTC uses a “two-factor authentication” system, applicable to smartphones
and tablets. The system relies on two
things: Something you have (the mobile
device) and something you know (the
authentication code).
Users authenticate to the device,
without any personal information
being transmitted online. Since the
password only works when transmitted
through your device, it is impossible for
someone to remotely hack into your
accounts. Every other solution on the
market uses one-time passwords that
are easily stolen.

VP of Business Development at Cyphercor, James A. Short, is passionate
about this technology – and for good
reason.
“Hundreds of millions of digital identities
are stolen every year. The cost of this
cyber crime is in the billions,” says
Short. “The most common attacks are
‘man in the middle’ or ‘phishing’. Strong
authentication stops this type of attack:
Without both the device and the code,
the perpetrators cannot steal the ID.”
LoginTC also offers online authorization
of transactions, adding a second layer
of security, which makes LoginTC the
most secure product of its kind on the
market today.
Cyphercor has provided many companies and organizations with their
authentication software, for internal use
accessing corporate systems, consumers accessing government and banking
websites or online purchases with
transaction approvals.
They are also proud to have just been
awarded a Software License Supply
Arrangement (SLSA) by Public Works

and Government Services Canada
(PWGSC), allowing any federal department or agency to buy Cyphercor’s
products, directly.

Hundreds of millions
of digital identities are
stolen every year. The cost of
this cyber crime is in
the billions,
“Since it’s founding, Cyphercor has
evolved from a company that provided
security consulting services, to one
that has the best of breed product in
the fastest growing segment of the IT
industry. The market for Cyphercor’s
category of technology is valued at
more than $10 Billion by 2017,” says
Short.
With this growing success, Cyphercor
has much to look forward to in the
near future as well. The company has
extended their technology to apply to
many other platforms, including wearable technology – look out for major
releases coming this fall.

The Kanata Networker
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Customizable buildings
for every type of business.
Merkburn Holdings works collaboratively with our tenants
to transform all office, industrial and warehouse properties to
create the right space for your business.

Dependable management
at every location.
Merkburn Holdings offers much more
than just great locations – we’re a professional partner
who will take care of your property while you focus
on growing your business.

info@merkburn.com

www.merkburn.com

Entrepreneur

Spotlight
Len Anderson

CEO of Renaissance Repair and Supply

L

en Anderson founded Renaissance
Repair and Supply Ltd. in May
2011 with one other staff member.
Now, the company has grown to 34
full-time and several contract staff, with
an expected headcount growth of 25%
in 2014.
The company specializes in supply,
test, repair and test engineering solutions on legacy and current generation
telecom products, with a focus on
optical, switching, wireless, data and
access equipment. The majority of their
clients are at the forefront of technology
development, including two of the
world’s largest telecommunications
service providers.

Q: How did you realize this could
be a profitable business?
I worked at Nortel in services and as
the leader of the used gear resale
division. In both of these roles, I learned
that customers need help managing and
maintaining the huge infrastructure of
their network. The majority of the equipment that drives our email, internet and
phone calls is no longer manufactured,
and much of it is no longer supported
at all. Telecom service providers require
a solution to help them lower cost of
operations as we, the consumer, place
demands on them for lower billing
rates. As far as profitability goes, it was
obvious to me while I was with Nortel
based on the factors I could see facing
these customers.
18
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Q: What do you think has made
your business so successful over
the years?
Q: What made you want to start
your own business?
I have always had an entrepreneurial
spirit. I ran a business sewing canvas,
I took photographs at weddings, I was
a magician – it seemed I was always
drawn to doing my own thing. The
funny thing is that the motivation around
business has never been solely making
money. It is a drive to do something
others do not. The challenge is turning
the dream into realization.

We continue to align
to our customers and
implement change to
meet their needs.
Q: What was the biggest hurdle
in getting your business off the
ground?
Running a business is like solving a
Rubik’s Cube. There are many sides to
the cube (Finance, Marketing, Engineering, Sales, Operations, HR / EHS). It
is hard to learn all of these aspects
simultaneously. Figuring out how to
solve the cube is long and difficult. You
have to focus on continuous improvement, not postponed perfection.

Teamwork, ambition, persistence, talent
and a whole pile of tenacity. Get in the
ring, knock ‘em out, or don’t come out.

Q: How has your business changed
over the years?
We continue to align to our customers
and implement change to meet their
needs. Although we started with a supply focus, we have migrated to repair as
well as test engineering solutions. We
currently have shipping hubs in the
US and UK to meet growing customer
needs. We will continue to expand our
footprint as necessary to meet customer
demand.

Q: How has being headquartered
in Kanata North benefitted your
business?
The Kanata North area makes the
most sense for our business, as it is
the epicenter in this region, catering to
the high-tech and telecommunications
industry. Industry specific resources,
knowledge, skill and ability are readily
available here. Most of the products we
service were created here in Ottawa so
where better to find resource to maintain
them.

PRESENTED BY

IN SUPPORT OF
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media sponsor

Early Bird
Tickets Now
on Sale!

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 25, 2014
AN EVENING OF LIVE JAZZ, OUTSTANDING CUISINE, EXCEPTIONAL WINE
& FIREWORKS. ALL WITH A splash of red.

buy tickets & see detaIls at brookstreet.com/lumiere

5 Entrepreneurial Networking Tools

for Business Growth
you. Develop a LinkedIn site to increase
your visibility and business opportunities. To be effective, join groups and
share your knowledge. One way to do
this is by answering member questions.
Entrepreneurs can increase your brand
visibility by being the first to respond
when a question is asked. Answering
group questions, sharing expertise, and
helping others is essential to growing
your company.

Attend industry conferences.

E

very entrepreneur needs a steady
stream of customers to stay in business. Connecting with people is
instrumental to obtaining repeat purchases. Companies must build relationships
by talking to prospects. Networking can
be done using five tools to ensure growth
such as the phone, email, coffee shops,
LinkedIn, and industry conferences. Effectively use these strategies to build
sustainable business.

Build trust using the phone.
Develop the habit of calling prospects. Talking to others can be
beneficial and provide invaluable
information. If people speak with
someone they trust, they tend to
discuss problems they are experiencing.
Entrepreneurs can reflect on the issues
discussed and decide how their products or services can help the prospect.

Use email for promotion.
Electronic messages can promote
your value online. For example, write
articles that show customers how to fix
a problem. To be effective, the content
20
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should provide specific steps to successfully use your business product or
service. Another promotional area is the
email signature which can include hyperlinks. These linked webpages can
educate clients about your business. Increase visitor traffic to your social media
networks and improve sales.

Meet in coffee shops.
Get to know prospects in a cozy and relaxing environment. This type of meeting can be productive for business. If it
is your first encounter, ask the potential
customer questions to discover what is
important to them. Briefly explain what
you do and the benefits you provide the
consumer. To improve future sales, ask
the prospect if they know anyone who
needs your services. New leads can be
generated from this method.

Share your expertise on LinkedIn.
Create a LinkedIn personal and company profile. Highlight your products or
services. Use rich media such as video,
images, and audio to demonstrate how
customers benefit from working with

Entrepreneurs can increase networking opportunities by registering for
professional business seminars. This
is a good opportunity to meet industry
thought leaders with expertise in
specific subjects. Future partnerships
can develop. For example, getting
to know conference attendees can
lead to new business ventures. So,
introduce yourself. It is helpful to listen
actively and ask questions about the
other person. Providing business
cards allows people to remember
you. You can request permission to
connect on LinkedIn to build a lasting
relationship. To establish expertise and
boost your professional brand, consider
speaking at future conferences.
To recap, call customers to build
trust so you can understand their
issues. Promote your business using
email messages and social media
networks. Invite prospects to meet in
coffee shops. Ask for referrals who may
benefit from your services. Create a
LinkedIn profile that educates clients to
promote demonstrate how your business offerings offer them value. Network at professional conferences and
get to know others in your industry to
promote your professional brand. You
can massively boost the growth of your
network and sustain your business by
using these five strategies.

Even though summer holidays just got under way, for the Kanata Food Cupboard it
is time to start thinking about going back to school! Purchasing school supplies can
put financial stress on many families. Last year in Kanata we helped out about 84
families, which included 119 Elementary, 65 High School, 7 University/College and
7 adults that were back in school.
We are in need of all supplies, such as backpacks, calculators (scientific), lined
paper, combination locks, markers, pencil crayons, math sets, duotangs, pencil
cases, dictionaries etc.
Your help in making back to school a positive experience for all Kanata children is
greatly appreciated. Please consider organizing a Back-to-School Supply Drive in
your office, and help us better equip students in our community.
Items can be dropped off at the Kanata Food Cupboard Warehouse location, 340
Legget Drive door #46, from Monday to Friday 9am to Noon or in any of our bins at
the 7 grocery stores in Kanata. If you have any questions, please email Karen
Waters at coord@kanatafoodcupboard.ca
Thank you for your support!

Kanata Food Cupboard | PO Box 24011 Hazeldean | Kanata Ontario | 613 836-7847
www.KanataFoodCupboard.ca

| @KanataFoodCprd | coord@kanatafoodcupboard.ca

5 Tips for Building Relationships
Your Blog Readers
questions and speak your mind. Social
media is all about networking and
audience engagement, so avoid using it
to blatantly promote and spam.

4 - Encourage Feedback

B

logging is one of the most popular
mediums for delivering content, but
it should not be used as a platform
only for speaking if you want to achieve
success. The Internet has very much
become a social medium whereby you
need to build up relationships through
audience engagement and conversation.
Your readers need to know that you are
present and ready to answer their questions, and you must show the human
face behind your efforts. In other words,
you need to stop being anonymous and
become a leader among the community
which forms around your blog.

1 - Put People First
A common problem with many affiliate
blogs and websites is that they tend to
put the search engines first with the sole
purpose being to drive as much traffic
as possible. Too many novice online
marketers hope to make easy cash with
minimal time and effort by focussing
primarily on their promotional efforts.
Blogging, like any other form of content
creation, should be something that you
genuinely enjoy doing, and in order to
put your readers first, you'll also need
to have a good knowledge and genuine
interest in the subject matter that you
are dealing with. In short, write for
people and not for the search engines.
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2 - Share Content
You can't expect to raise awareness
and become an authority if you don't
get involved with others, and sharing
content which you yourself like is an
important part of the recipe for online
marketing success. If you write your
own blog, but don't regularly read other
blogs, you'll end up missing out on a
lot. When you share other people's
content, your own followers will start to
appreciate you more while other content
creators will be happy to receive the
attention to such an extent that they'll
likely reciprocate in kind, such as by
offering you an interview or an opportunity to write a guest post. As well
as sharing other people's content, you
should comment on it and get involved
in conversations where you have
something to say.

3 - Engage with Social Media
Social media and content marketing are
closely connected, and in many cases,
they overlap entirely. Your social media
profiles provide you with something to
promote your work, encourage feedback and join in with the conversation.
Social media services such as Facebook and Twitter can be beneficial for
almost any type of business, particularly
since they are free to use. Post regular
updates to promote new content, ask

You can't exactly achieve much with
regards to building up relationships
if you don't take every step you can
to encourage feedback. Your blog
posts should be creative, helpful and
entertaining to such an extent that
many of your readers will feel disposed
to post comments and share your
content. Preventing people from making
comments on your blog posts will make
your readers think that you are afraid of
what they have to say. You should also
include social sharing buttons on your
blog posts so that people can more
easily share content that they like. Other
ways to encourage feedback include
opt-in polls and surveys.

5 - Build Your Audience
Building up your audience is not just
about increasing the amount of traffic
to your blog. Quality and relevance
are even more important. By targeting
relevant keywords in your search engine
optimization (SEO) efforts and using the
right channels for promoting your work
will help to draw in a more relevant audience and decrease your bounce rates
in the process. By focussing on a clearly
defined demographic, you'll be able to
tailor your content to meet the needs
and desires of your audience to such an
extent that they will be all the more likely
to remain on your website, subscribe to
your updates, share your content and
join the conversation.

RUN OTTAWA PRESENTS THE

2014

BEAVER CHASE
TUESDAY | MAY 13 | JUNE 10 | JULY 8 | AUGUST 12
LOCATION: RICHCRAFT RECREATION COMPLEX, 4101 INNOVATION DRIVE

2K/6K
RACES START
6:30 P.M.
REGISTER BETWEEN
5:30 AND 6:25 P.M.
REGISTRATION FEES
$5 FOR ADULTS
$2 FOR KIDS
(14 AND UNDER)

Test your fitness with a fun, affordable
evening race in your community!
FIND OUT MORE AT

www.runottawaclub.com

